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unhiding

Greetings Citizens of
Quebec, Time to Strike
a Deal
— I would like to inform all of you that I am going to be holding
a meeting of powers. I will be speaking to the police, the MP and
MPP, as well as the town council. I will be negotiating the purchase
of the city. I expect civility in all respects, and do not wish to harm
anyone.
—Crane
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Unwanted Wanted Wardens
Plots and Talks p. 1
— The media seems to be villifying a
hot new street gang these days. That
gang being The Wardens, a group
based out of Quebec City. The gang
has been implicated in drug dealing
and likely involved in a fullscale drug
war. Why are the Wardens dealing

drugs? The entire concept is ridiculous. The Wardens are up to something. This is the kind of thing that
makes us all worried. Even with
two Wardens it seems things haven’t
changed.

Wanted Wardens p. 1

Watching For Good p. 1
The Greatest Show On
Earth p. 2
Clear Your Head p. 2

I Am Watching
— I am Justin Travin, a local police constable.
My goal is to defend this city. And right now it
seems beings known as Wardens are the greatest
threat to the city. I will be looking to question
those people, as well as talk to others in the city
about them and their characters.
I am trying to do good and want to work with you, but I am also
unwilling to let evil go on under my nose.
— Justin Travin

Eyes Everywhere p. 2
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Bits and Pieces
Fabulous Fireworks

up quickly, so arrive early,
Tonight, at Fight On! com- and prepare to be amazed!
bat training academy, see Hosted by the staff of Fight
On!
the greatest indoor explosions in Quebec!
Fight
On! will be hosting a free We Can Help
night of indoor explosions Picked up a copy of The 73
and fireworks! This is a Eyes of Twilight by accirare event, and tends to fill dent and need to get rid of it

discretely? Met something
you can’t properly describe
and want to forget? Suffering from non-Euclidean
geometry? To solve your
problems and keep your
head, send a text for help
at 27299.

That Feeling
I keep on getting this
weird feeling like someone’s
watching me. Sometimes
it happens when there’s
nobody else around, just
cats. So who’s watching
and how?

